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clique definition meaning merriam webster

May 24 2024

the meaning of clique is a narrow exclusive circle or group of persons
especially one held together by common interests views or purposes how to use
clique in a sentence

clique definition meaning dictionary com

Apr 23 2024

clique definition a small exclusive group of people coterie set see examples of
clique used in a sentence

clique definition in the cambridge english dictionary

Mar 22 2024

clique meaning 1 a small group of people who spend their time together and do
not welcome other people into that learn more

clique english meaning cambridge dictionary

Feb 21 2024

clique definition 1 a small group of people who spend their time together and
do not welcome other people into that learn more

clique wikipedia

Jan 20 2024

a clique ause cane uk ˈ k l iː k or us ˈ k l ɪ k french in the social sciences
is a small group of individuals who interact with one another and share similar
interests rather than include others

clique definition meaning synonyms vocabulary com

Dec 19 2023

a clique is an exclusive group of people or friends before rudolph pulled santa
s sled through the fog the clique of flying reindeer never let him play their
reindeer games in high school the exclusive nature of cliques causes a lot of
hurt feelings

clique definition and meaning collins english
dictionary

Nov 18 2023

if you describe a group of people as a clique you mean that they spend a lot of
time together and seem unfriendly towards people who are not in the group

clique noun definition pictures pronunciation and
usage

Oct 17 2023

definition of clique noun in oxford advanced learner s dictionary meaning
pronunciation picture example sentences grammar usage notes synonyms and more

clique definition meaning yourdictionary

Sep 16 2023

a small exclusive circle of people snobbish or narrow coterie a small exclusive
group of individuals cabal this school used to be really friendly but now
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everyone keeps to their own cliques graph theory a subgraph isomorphic to a
complete graph

clique meaning of clique in longman dictionary of

Aug 15 2023

clique meaning definition what is clique a small group of people who think they
a learn more

clique definition meaning britannica dictionary

Jul 14 2023

clique meaning a small group of people who spend time together and who are not
friendly to other people

clique n meanings etymology and more oxford english

Jun 13 2023

what does the noun clique mean there are two meanings listed in oed s entry for
the noun clique see meaning use for definitions usage and quotation evidence

clique dictionaries and vocabulary tools for english

May 12 2023

the meaning of clique definition of clique english dictionary and integrated
thesaurus for learners writers teachers and students with advanced intermediate
and beginner levels

11 easy ways to deal with mean girl cliques at work
wikihow

Apr 11 2023

mean girl cliques can drain the fun out of work so give yourself a reason to
smile hang up a funny or inspirational quote in your office change your
computer wallpaper to a picture of your pet or put a colorful flower next to
your computer

how to tell the difference between a clique and
friends

Mar 10 2023

a clique is an exclusive group of people who spend time together and do not
readily allow others to join them typically kids in these groups make it clear
to outsiders that not just anyone can join and be part of their group

clique definition types examples lesson study com

Feb 09 2023

what does a clique mean a clique is a group of people who share similar
interests a clique often restricts outsiders from joining and uses manipulation
to maintain their status

in defense of the clique marie claire

Jan 08 2023

in defense of the clique over the years lisi harrison s early aughts books have
been unfairly reduced to a de facto mean girl manifesto but the series actually
gave outcasts like me
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how to deal with workplace cliques verywell mind

Dec 07 2022

over time the stress of trying to fit in with a clique might be too much and an
employee may even leave their job here are five ways to spot a clique at work
and what to do if work cliques are negatively affecting your work

clique synonyms 54 similar and opposite words merriam

Nov 06 2022

synonyms for clique crowd community bunch network circle gang pack clan
antonyms of clique individualist loner

the clique film wikipedia

Oct 05 2022

twelve year old massie block is the leader of the pretty committee a clique of
popular wealthy students at her upstate new york all girls private school
octavian county day
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